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Abstract 
 

 New approach for solving of sinusoid extraction problem in presence of distortions is proposed. Setting of 
considered problem contains assumptions that sinusoidal signal is single and pulses are strictly finite in the time, but 
parameters of sinusoid as well as locations, durations and amplitudes of pulses are unknown a priori. We show that 
standard least squares criterion, based on minimization of approximation error square, is inapplicable for parameter 
determination problem in presence of distorting pulses. The criterion of the minimum of the "duration" of 
approximation error is used to effectively solve the considered problem. Results of numerical simulations of the 
proposed method are presented. 
 

1. Introduction 
 
 Signal extraction problem is one of the most important in software radio applications. Many algorithms were 
proposed, from classical approaches [1] to more recent ones [2], based on formulation of some optimal criteria to be 
maximized, giving quite adequate results when signal or noise characteristics are known. Yet, some difficulties occur 
when measured informative signal is corrupted by distorting pulses leading to significant errors in determination of  
signal parameters, and demanding some robust techniques for data processing, because traditional state-space and time-
frequency techniques [1,2], as well as recent ones [3] do not give adequate results even for moderate distortions.   
 In the paper we consider for simplicity the model of sinusoid for theoretical investigation of problem of signal 
extraction from data, corrupted by distorting pulses in presence of measurement noise. The solution of the given 
problem does not cause difficulties, if there is a priori information about parameters of sinusoid or impulses. We offer 
more difficult case for consideration, when the parameters of sinusoid as well as the number, forms and parameters of 
the impulses are a priori unknown. The statement of this problem we formulate under naturally a priori assumptions that 
sinusoid is unique, and impulses are strictly finite in time. 
 Solving of this extraction problem by methods, which are based on least squares criteria, results in large error, 
even if energy of impulses is moderate. For instance, application of a standard method of Fourier-analysis can lead to 
false result because of influence of a spectrum of impulses on spectrum of sinusoid, and on the contrary; and "cutting" 
of impulses in time domain (with the purpose of the Fourier-analysis of residuals of sinusoid, that are not distorted by 
impulses) is rather complicated, as the number and time locations of impulses is not known a priori. It must be 
mentioned as well, that one of versions of the statement of this problem for  sum of a complex exponent and single 
complex impulse with infinitely short duration (δ-pulse) has the following interesting property: after transfer to 
frequency domain the initial problem will be transformed to problem, which is equivalent to initial one. 
 For effective solution of this extraction problem we propose to use not only a non-quadratic metrics, but also 
non-normalized space. Following the idea of method of minimum of duration [4], we form appropriate functional, 
which, in distinction of quadratic case, expresses not an approximation error, but the "duration" of approximation error, 
and also we formulate criterion of search of solution for the stated problem. The given criterion is used in time domain 
as criterion of search of parameters of sinusoid, so that true values of those parameters should minimize functional of 
"duration" of approximation error between measured and estimated signal. Validity of the given criterion follows from 
the fact of existence of non-zero time duration interval, where the impulses are absent. It is clear, that getting of values 
of sinusoid parameters automatically solves signal extraction problem. Further we formulate the setting of problem, 
discuss possibilities of least squares signal extraction in presence of distortions, give description of theoretical ideas and 
demonstrate proposed approach on numerical example.  
   

2. Setting of Extraction Problem 
 
 We formulate the setting of extraction problem as the problem of determination of parameters of sinusoid, which 
is distorted by unknown additive finite impulses. If informative parameters of sinusoid are determined, then by means 



of subtraction it is possible to separate sinusoid from impulses. Consider the sum )(tg  of sinusoid and finite number of 
unknown impulses given on interval ]2/,2/[ TT− , while total duration of impulses is less than T. The extraction 
problem is formulated as follows: using measured data )(tg , it is necessary to determine informative parameters of 
sinusoid. 
 The model of sinusoid we shall describe as: 

      ∞<+= ||);sin()( ttAtf ϕω ,     (1) 
where ϕω,,A  – nonrandom parameters, and 0<A<∞, 0<ω<∞, 0≤ϕ<2π. 
 Set of finite impulses we shall present as: 
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where 2/||];2/,2/[ TtTTTi ≤−⊂ ; n – number of impulses; )(tpi  – finite function, which describes i-th impulse on 
time interval iT , where the equality: ii Tttp ∈= ;0)(  is fulfilled no more than countable number of times. Let us 
suppose, that: 1) the impulses are not overlapped; 2) the total length of the union of all iT  is less than T; 3) the number 
n and functions )(tpi ; i=1,…, n are unknown. 
 Using (1) and (2), we formalize setting of problem: 

  2/||);()sin()( TttptAtg sss ≤++= ϕω ,     (3) 
where )(tg  – known signal; sssA ϕω ,,  – unknown "true" values for determination; )(tp – set of unknown finite 
impulses with the mentioned above properties. 
 

3. Least Squares Solution 
 
 Use of least squares approach for signal extraction problem in presence of distortions (3) will not give "good" 
solution. Indeed, the least squares criterion requires minimization of functional of square of approximation error 
between the known data )(tg  and model data )(tf  on parameters of model ϕω,,A , i.e. it is necessary to solve the 
problem: 
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 Using for obviousness the equivalent setting of problem of minimization of approximation error square on the 
parameters B,C,ω, where B=Acos(ϕ), C=Asin(ϕ): 
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it is easy to obtain that those values B and C, which minimize (5), are the solution of the system of two linear equations; 
substituing in (5) the mathematical expressions for these optimal values of B and C reduces (5) to an one-dimensional 
problem of maximum search on ω: 
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Note, that (6) also follows from (4) after substitution of optimal values for A and ϕ. Because unknown values A, ϕ 
and/or B, C are determined uniquely as optimal values through the optimal value of ω, it means, that for solving of 
three-dimensional problems (4)-(5) it is enough to solve a one-dimensional problem (6). 
 The value of ω, which maximizes 3J , we shall designate as optω . In accordance to (6), if ωT>>1, then optω  is 

approximately achieved in point, where the maximum of modulus square (or of modulus) of spectrum of signal )(tg  is 
observed. This result can be used as a guess for choice of  "good" initial approximation for searching optω . Moreover, 

if kT πω = , where k≥1 is integer, then the location of spectrum modulus maximum of signal )(tg  coincides with optω , 

and the problem (6) can be solved in two steps: 1) calculation of spectrum of signal )(tg ; 2) for ω>0 through finding of 



the location of maximum of spectrum modulus. 
 It is obvious, that in absence of impulses the functional 1J  has a global minimum at point of "true" values 
( sssA ϕω ,, ) and, therefore, optω = sω . But presence of even one additive impulse can lead to optω ≠ sω . For example, 

consider )()sin()( 0ttPtAtg ss −+= δω , 2/|t| T≤ , where 0< sA <∞; 0< sω <∞; sϕ =0; 0<P<∞; TT ss ≤= ωπ /2 ; 

sTt )4/1(0 −= . Spectrum of the signal )(tg  we shall designate as )(ωG . For simplicity, let us assume kTs πω = , 
where k>1 is integer, i.e. we shall consider the case, when location of maximum of | )(ωG | coincides with optω . Then 

spectrum for )(tg  can be calculated as: 
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It is easy to show that |2/||)(| TAPG ss −=ω , |||)(| PkG s =ω . It follows, that for big enough values of P the maximum 
of 3J  is achieved not in a "true" point sω . Moreover, if 2/TAP s≥ , then we obtain, that: 1) the point sω  is not the 
point of global maximum of 3J , but is the point of global minimum; 2) optω  differs from sω  not less, than on 2π/T;  

3) the error of A value estimation increases with growth of P; 4) )/)(2/(0 soptoptt ωωπωϕ −=≈ . Thus, it is impossible 

to apply least squares method to this example, and to the whole class of equivalent examples (in particular, for 
∞<≤ PTAs 2/ ; sTT 2= ; sTt )4/3(0 =  or 2/TAP s≤<−∞ ; sTT = ; sTt )4/1(0 = ). Usage of condition optω ≠ sω , 

gives possibility to easily construct other classes of examples with additive finite impulses, when the least squares 
method cannot be applied. Thus, this method is inapplicable to the problem (3). 

 
3. Minimum of Duration of Approximation Error Solution  

 
 We define the functional of a "strict duration" of approximation error as: 
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where )]([ tsχ  –  function, which binaries the values of its argument modulus by zero threshold (that is 1)]([ =tsχ  if 
0|)(| >ts else 0)]([ =tsχ ). In accordance with (8), functional D is the measure of a set of strongly nonzero values of 

approximation error of solution, where 0 ≤ D ≤ T. Using (8), we formulate criteria for solution of considered problem: 
"True values of sinusoid parameters give minimum to the functional of  duration of approximation error". This criterion 
will be formalized as follows: 

  },,min{ ϕωAD → .     (9) 
 It should be pointed out, that criterion validity comes from the fact of existence of nonzero duration interval with 
the absence of impulses, because in accordance to problem setting impulses can not be present on the whole time 
interval ]2/,2/[ TT− . Analysis of properties of functional (8) shows, that it appears to be invariant to impulse each 
other position, as well as to the presence of impulses with infinitely short duration. Presence of finite duration impulses 
changes the depth of functional minimums, but does not change location of these minimums. We point out, that if some 
impulse, when added to sinusoid, “causes” new sinusoid segment, it results in appearance of new minimum of 
functional (8).  
 It is obvious, that in presence of noise with arbitrarily small dispersion a minimum of functional of "duration" of 
approximation error does not exist, as no fragments of “pure” signal can be found in data. To guarantee the existence 
and stability of the solution of the problem we modify this functional and replace the concept "duration" by the concept 
"quasiduration". Appropriate functional of "quasiduration" of approximation error we build in such a way, so that it 
provides getting of two extreme cases: 1) functional of square of approximation error; 2) functional of "strict duration" 
of approximation error. The first case can be used for choice of "good" initial approximation to the solution at presence 
of impulses of moderate amplitude and Gaussian noise, and the second one specifies what we should tend to for getting 
of the exact solution, if noise is absent. For practical calculations we will use functional of “quasiduration” in such 
form: 
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that should be minimized by unknown parameters ϕω,,A  for given values of α, 0<β≤1/2. Problem (10) does not have 
analytic solution and usage of numerical optimization methods is needed. 
 

4. Numerical Example 
  
 We considered the simple case of separation of sum (fig.1) of sinusoid and impulses in presence of Gaussian 
noise (SNR≈+20dB). Problem setting was in choice of sinusoid frequency, which provides minimum of the functional 
of duration of approximation error. 
 Simulation results (fig.1) demonstrated possibilities of proposed approach when the total length of pure sinusoid 
segments was equal to almost half of the whole time interval, and initial signal was corrupted by additive Gaussian 
noise. For obtaining these results we used simple enumerative technique with given step for ω  values, and α=0.1, 
β=1/16. Result obtained by method of minimum of duration of approximation error gives round mean squared error 
(RMSE) of 1.2 % and extracted sinusoid (fig. 1) has visual coincidence with “pure” sinusoidal signal, while result of 
least squares extraction gives RMSE of more than 40%. 

 
a)       b) 

Figure 1. (a) Simulated signal: sum of sinusoid, impulses and noise; (b) Result of sinusoid extraction by proposed 
approach: sinusoid and residuals (solid) and result of least squares sinusoid extraction (dashed) 

 
5. Conclusion 

 
 The proposed approach for estimation of sinusoid parameters gives possibility to solve sinusoid extraction 
problem by means of subtraction of sinusoid estimated from initial mixture of sinusoid and finite impulses. Obtained 
results have demonstrated that for solution of considered problem it is expedient to use the functional of minimum of 
duration of approximation error, that provides automatic estimation of sinusoid parameters and is efficient when the 
standard least squares criterion fails. Numerical simulations and application of proposed approach for the problem of 
extraction of informative sinusoid from measured distorted signal have shown high efficiency of method. 
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